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1 Introduction

We present a technique for accurate denoising of time-varying
range data. It is inspired by the idea of similarity-based non-local
image filtering [Buades et al. 2005] and spatio-temporal bilateral
filtering for video processing [Bennett and McMillan 2005]. We
build upon both ideas and are to our knowledge the first method
which extends them to time-varying geometric data. Our proposed
algorithm is easy to implement, preserves fine shape features and
produces an accurate and homogeneous smoothing result in the spa-
tial and along the time domains.

2 Method Overview

Our scanning device provides data points pi arranged on a regu-
lar grid structure for all frames of the sequence. In this way, the
neighborhood information for all points is known, but they are not
required to be equispaced. Hence, our problem is different from
image denoising, where points are usually aligned on a regular and
equispaced grid. Since this data representation is also standard for
range data acquired using laser scanners, our algorithm is also eas-
ily applicable to filter static data from different devices. Before
smoothing, we first estimate normals ni for all points pi by least-
squares fitting to their one-ring neighborhood. Although the result-
ing normals are noisy, no mollification in contrast to [Jones et al.
2003] is necessary to apply our algorithm. We determine the fil-
tered points p′

i by computing

p′

i = pi −
∑p j∈N (pi) Φd ·Φs · [(pi −p j) ·ni] ·ni

∑pi∈N (pi) Φd ·Φs

which resembles the bilateral filtering algorithm [Fleishman et al.
2003]. The fundamental difference between our method and bilat-
eral filtering is the selection of the neighborhood N (pi) and the
computation of the distance and similarity weights Φd and Φs. To
obtain a temporally stable result, we choose for N (pi) not only
sample points inside the current frame but also across frames. Con-
sequently, we also adapt Φd to weight the distance between pi and
p j which can be a point from a different frame than pi. We usually
consider one frame before and after the current frame for N (pi).
Unlike the bilateral filtering algorithm, where Φs only weights the
similarity measure between the two points pi and p j , our approach
considers the similarity of their geometric neighborhoods. This re-
sults in a better and more homogeneous filtering performance. In
our implementation, we use Gaussian weighting functions Φd and
Φs and use an automatic procedure to determine their bandwidths.

3 Results

We test our method on a three second time-varying face sequence
shown in Fig. 1 which was obtained using a structured light scanner
and compare our result with the bilateral filtering algorithm.

To filter the scan, we perform two iterations for each algorithm.
In the first iteration, we filter with a larger kernel size to remove
the stripe artifacts created due to the projection of regular line pat-
terns onto the scanned object during the acquisition process. As
the stripe pattern varies over time, our method filters across frames
to increase the temporal stability of the smoothed sequence. High-
frequency noise distributed over the whole scan does not show any
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Figure 1: Filtering results for an acquired noisy face animation
(top row) using bilateral filtering (middle row) and our technique
(bottom row). Coloring by mean curvature is used to illustrate the
smoothness of the range data. The complete animation and its mean
curvature visualization is shown in more detail in the accompanying
video.

temporal coherence. Therefore, we filter every frame separately
with a smaller kernel size in the second iteration. In order to allow
a comparison of both methods, we choose the kernel sizes such that
both algorithms average approximately the same number of neigh-
bors to filter a point.

The accompanying video shows that our algorithm removes the
stripe artifacts and the high-frequency noise properly and achieves
a more homogeneous result than the bilateral filter due to the com-
parison of geometric neighborhoods instead of points. Since our
algorithm exploits temporal coherence, we achieve a stable filter-
ing result along the time domain. Furthermore, our algorithm well
preserves high-curvature regions, for instance, close to the eyes of
each scan. The bilateral filter for this sequence with the chosen
settings is about five times faster than our approach, but it remains
unable to produce similar results, even with larger kernel sizes.
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